Early-onset seizure variant of Rett syndrome: definition of the clinical diagnostic criteria.
Rett syndrome is a severe neurodevelopmental disorder affecting almost exclusively females. Among Rett clinical variants, the early-onset seizure variant describes girls with early onset epilepsy and it is caused by mutations in CDKL5. Four previously reported girls and five new cases with CDKL5 mutation, ranging from 14 months to 13 years, were evaluated by two clinical geneticists, classified using a severity score system based on the evaluation of 22 different clinical signs and compared with 128 classic Rett and 25 Zappella variant MECP2-mutated patients, evaluated by the same clinical geneticists. Clinical features were compared with previously described CDKL5 mutated patients. Both the statistical and the descriptive approach have been used to delineate clinical diagnostic criteria. All girls present epilepsy with onset varying from 10 days to 3 months. Patients may present different type of seizures both at onset and during the whole course of the disease; multiple seizure types may also occur in the same individual. After treatment with antiepileptic drugs patients may experience a short seizure-free period but epilepsy progressively relapses. Typical stereotypic hand movements severely affecting the ability to grasp are present. Psychomotor development is severely impaired. In the majority of cases head circumference is within the normal range both at birth and at the time of clinical examination. For the practical clinical approach we propose to use six necessary and eight supportive diagnostic criteria. Epilepsy with onset between the first week and 5 months of life, hand stereotypies, as well as severe hypotonia, are included among the necessary criteria.